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The EMI on active implantable medical devices (AIMDs) such as implantable-cardiac pacemakers and
cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs) is one of the most important issues needing investigations [1]. In this paper,
we develop an interference voltage sensor for AIMD-EMI assessment by using direct modulated Electrical to
Optical (EO) converter. Furthermore, measurements of interference voltage of a pacemaker in RF frequency
band for beam type wireless power transfer (RF-WPT) using the measurement set-up are demonstrated.
EMI impacts pacemakers/ICDs when the sensing circuit of the pacemakers receives a signal similar to “an
electrocardiogram signal” or “noise,” and the signals’ strength is higher than the sensing threshold level of the
pacemaker/ICD. The induced voltage on internal circuit of the pacemaker/ICD by the received external signal is
defined as “interference voltage”. If the interference voltage exceeds the pacemaker's/ICD’s sensing threshold
level, it may occur malfunction.
We developed a novel interference voltage sensor by installing small-sized EO converter [2, 3] in the pacemaker
CAN with a perfect waterproof structure. Figure 1 shows configuration of the developed interference voltage
sensor. This sensor allowed to be connected an actual pacemaker lead in uni-polar mode and could measure
induced voltage without disturbing electromagnetic fields because I/O signal of the sensor were made through
optical fiber. Using the developed sensor placed into the torso-phantom, we measured interference voltage due
to beam type WPT base-station emitting 900 MHz band electromagnetic waves. Such as frequency
characteristics, polarization dependency, and non-liner response of the interference voltages due to RF-WPT
operating at 915 MHz were measured under near-field exposure condition. Measured results confirmed the
developed sensor can obtain interference voltage precisely. In the future, the developed set-up can be applied for
other wireless systems.

Figure 1. Electrical to Optical (EO) converter and developed interference voltage sensor
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